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1. INTRODUCTION [LEVEL 1 EPIGRAPHES: ARIAL CAPITALS; SIZE 12, BOLD,
FULLY JUSTIFIED TEXT, WITHOUT INDENTATION, SINGLE LINE SPACING, SPACE
BETWEEN PARAGRAPHS 24 BEFORE AND 0 AFTER]
The body of the text in each level follows the following: Arial, size 11, fully justified, 0.5
cm indentation in first line, single line spacing, paragraph spacing 6 pt before and 0 after,
no matter which level it belongs to. Margins are 3 cm left and right and 2.5 cm top and
bottom.
Maximum paper extension —including all sections and following these formal
requirements— 6 pages.
Although is not mandatory, the following outline is suggested for the paper: 1
INTRODUCTION; 2 DESCRIPTION; 3. ANALYSIS; 4 ARTICULATE LEARNING;
REFERENCES; there may be an ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS section. This outline follows
the DEAL model for a critical reflection about experiences (Ash, Clayton, & Moses 2009).
In the chapters, are included questions as guidelines in order to help to make sense about
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them. It is not necessary to respond to each one of the questions. They are only guidance,
a scaffolding to write the paper.
Please, do not leave any blank line between main sections or subsections.
2. DESCRIPTION
Describe your experience objectively. Answer the following prompts. What did you do?;
Where did you do it?; Who were you working with and/or for?; When did this happen?;
Why did you do it?; What did you say or otherwise communicate?; Who else was there?;
What did others do?, what actions did you/others take?; Who didn’t speak or act?; What
else happened that might be important (e.g., equipment failure, weather-related issues,
etc.)
Quotes in text will always be italicised and between double inverted commas. At the
end of each quote indicate reference in parentheses as follows: (Surname, year, page
number). Example: (Furco & Billing, 1999, p.125). They should never be indicated using
footnotes. When there is more than one publication´ by the same author in the same year,
add a letter right after: 1999a, 1999b, etc.
Each chart should be headed by adding Chart Nº 1 and, in the next line, its title. Below
the chart make reference to the source of information; if it is your own development, state
it: “own development”.
When including tables, use the example below (table #1). They have to be referred to
along the text, placing them where necessary. Adapt font size to your needs, taking into
account the fact that the table should be centred. Use size 10 pt characters and centre the
text inside. Tables should have a heading explaining content, following the same format
as the example. Number them consecutively using Arabic numbers.
Table Nº1.
Arial, size 10, centred, single line spacing, paragraph spacing 6 pt before and after.
Sample

N

Characteristics

Group 1

100

…..

Group 2

75

…..

Group 3

84

…..

3. EXAMINATION
Examine your experience in terms of ONE of the following four learning outcomes:
knowledge, skills, values, or motivation. Answer the prompts associated with ONE of the
four learning outcomes listed below.
3.1. Knowledge (Intersection between academic enhancement and learning)
Did any academic concepts become apparent during this experience?; Were any
academic concepts utilized to reach the goal you were trying to accomplish? How so?; Did
you need to change your approach after new information and experiences were presented
to you?; What do the differences between your textbook and your experience in the
community suggest about changes that may be needed in the policies that affect the
individuals your partner organization serves?; How can you or others in the community
use what you learned about the course material and are there any challenges associated
with doing so?; Did this experience differ from your initial expectations? Why or why not?;
How does your civic engagement experience and academic knowledge inform your
2

understanding of systemic causes of the social, political, or civic issue on which you are
focused?
3.2. Skills (Intersection between learning and personal growth)
What was the goal you were trying to accomplish?; Were you able to effectively
achieve your goal? Why or why not?; Which skills did you bring to the experience that
helped you meet your goal?; How did your skills contribute to the diversity of the people
with whom you worked? and how did you approach the harnessing of those differences
for maximal effectiveness?; Did you form any new assumptions that required you to
change your approach? How so?; Did you acquire any new skills by having to work to
achieve this goal?; Was this an easy or a difficult task to undertake? Why?; Did you recruit
others to help accomplish your goals or raise awareness of the problem you are actively
trying to address? Why and how? Or Why not?
3.3. Values (Intersection between personal growth and learning)
How did your strengths and weaknesses contribute to working towards the goal you
were trying to accomplish? What were the positive and negative effects of these personal
characteristics?; What assumptions did you bring? And what new assumptions did you
need to form as you undertook this process?; Did your assumptions about members of the
community make your experience more or less successful when accomplishing your
objectives?; Did your personal values regarding civic engagement play a role in helping
you to accomplish your goal? How and why? Or why not?; What effect did you and this
experience have on others?; In evaluating the plan in light of its benefits and challenges,
did you recognize any need for you to change personally? How so?
3.4. Motivation
Did this experience increase your sense of responsibility for acting on behalf of
others?; Did this experience have any influence on your future educational or career
path?; What personal knowledge and skills did you discover or acquire during this
experience that will assist you in your future endeavours in this area?; Did this experience
inspire you to continue a commitment to serving others? What steps have you taken - or
do you plan to take - to implement this plan of continued commitment?.
If figures are used —corresponding to graphs, pictures, or any other type of images—
(Fig. 1) follow the example below, referencing it in the text. It should be included in the
appropriate location. Adapt size to your needs, taking into account the fact that it should
be centred. Use good quality pictures to ensure a right result (optimize picture
size/quality). Photographs format should be JPG, with a minimal resolution of 300 DPI.
Figures are required to include an explanation below, following the example given.
Tables, charts, graphs, pictures will be placed where needed, but use them only when
necessary.
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Figure 1. Arial, size 10, centred, single line spacing, paragraph spacing 6 pt before and after.

4. ARTICULATE LEARNING
Use your responses to the prompts above in both the “Describe” and “Examine”
sections of this reflection template to create a thoughtful essay wherein you articulate
what you have learned from your civic engagement experience.
Each of the following questions should be addressed in your essay: What did I learn?;
How did I learn it?; Why does it matter?; What might/should be done in light of it?.
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